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Abstract. In this paper, we present new distinguishers on MAC con-
struction Alred and its specific instance Alpha-MAC based on AES,
which is proposed by Daemen and Rijmen in 2005. For the Alred con-
struction, we describe a general distinguishing attack which distinguishes
it from a random function. Besides, the distinguisher is also applicable
to the MACs based on CBC encryption mode and CFB mode. We also
construct a two-round differential path for Alpha-MAC, which can be
detected by our distinguisher. The complexity of the attacks is 264.5

queries and the success rate is 0.63. If we double the number of chosen
messages, the success rate can be up to 0.98. The distinguishing attacks
can lead to forgery attacks with the same complexity and success rate.
Keywords: Distinguishing attack, Forgery attack, Alred construction,
Alpha-MAC, AES

1 Introduction

Message Authentication Code (MAC) is a fixed length information used to ensure
data integrity and authenticity, and is widely used in Internet community such
as IPsec, SNMP, SSL, etc. MAC takes a secret key and a message of arbitrary
length as input, and outputs a short digest. Many research groups have presented
various approaches to construct MAC functions, for example, MAA [7], UMAC
[3], OMAC [9], TMAC [12], XCBC [4], RMAC [10], NMAC [1], and HMAC [13],
etc.

The MAC construction Alred and its instance Alpha-MAC were intro-
duced by Daemen and Rijmen in FSE 2005 [6]. The Alred construction is an
iterative MAC function using components of block ciphers. The secret key, which
is used as the key of the block cipher, is applied in the initialization and the final
transformation, respectively. And the internal state is changed by consecutive
injections of message blocks. The Alpha-MAC is the Alred construction in-
stantiated with AES [5]. Since the AES algorithm has been widely used in the
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real world, the Alpha-MAC can be easily implemented. Moreover, as the Al-

pha-MAC outperforms CBC-MAC with AES by a factor 2.5, it can achieve
higher performance.

Daemen and Rijmen [6] proposed a set of security claims that the Alred

construction is as strong as the underlying block cipher with respect to key
recovery, and any forgery attack not involving internal collisions may be easily
extended to a ciphertext guessing attack on the block cipher. Furthermore, they
showed that for Alpha-MAC any colliding messages of the same size have to be
at least 5 blocks long, and to construct such collisions seems intractable without
any extra information except for the input-output pairs. Recently, Huang et al.
[8] exploited the algebraic properties of the AES, constructed internal collisions,
and found second preimages for Alpha-MAC, on the assumption that a key
or an intermediate value is known. Biryukov et al. [2] proposed a side-channel
collision attack on Alpha-MAC recovering its internal state, and mounted a
selective forgery attack.

This paper introduces distinguishing and forgery attacks on the Alred con-
struction and Alpha-MAC. There are two kinds of distinguishing attacks on
MAC, which are the distinguisher-R and distinguisher-H attacks [11]. Distinguishing-
R attack means distinguishing the MAC construction from a random function,
and distinguishing-H attack identifies which cryptography primitive is embedded
in the MAC construction.

Using the birthday paradox, Preneel and van Oorschot [14] introduced a
general distinguishing-R attack on all iterate MACs, which detected the inner
collision by appending one-block message with zero difference. Recently, new
techniques to identify the underlying hash functions of MACs are presented in
[16,15]. Wang et. al. [16] presented distinguishing-H attacks on HMAC/NMAC-
MD5 and MD5-MAC, moreover, recovered partial key of the MD5-MAC. These
motivate us to explore similar attacks on the Alred construction and Alpha-
MAC.

First, we describe a distinguishing-R attack on the Alred construction with
264.5 chosen messages, and the success probability is 0.63. By birthday paradox,
we can get a specific difference in the state, which can be recognized with prob-
ability 1 by appending another message pair with the same difference. On the
foundation of the distinguisher, we can forgery MACs with the same complex-
ity and success probability. Although Preneel’s attack can also be applicable to
this construction, but the appended messages are the same, while in our attack,
we can choose messages with difference. The distinguisher is also applicable to
the MACs based on CBC and CFB encryption mode for block cipher. Combin-
ing the structural features of the Alpha-MAC with the algebraic properties of
AES, a two-round differential path is constructed. Based on this, we propose a
distinguishing-H attack on Alpha-MAC with 264.5 choose messages and 264.5

queries. The success rate of the attacks is 0.63, which can be improved by in-
creasing the number of chosen messages. Besides, the above forgery attack is still
feasible.



The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we list the notations used in
this paper and give a short description of the Alred construction and Alpha-
MAC. Section 3 shows our new distinguishing attack and forgery attack on
the Alred construction. The distinguishing and forgery attack on AES-based
Alpha-MAC is introduced in the section 4. Finally, We conclude the paper in
Section 5.

2 Backgrounds and Notations

In this section, we define the notations, and give a brief description of the Alred

construction and Alpha-MAC.

2.1 Notation

f : the iteration function
xi : the message word
yi : the state after iteration i

k : the secret key
C : the output of MAC taking secret key K and message M as input

∆A : the XOR difference of A and A′

n : the length of the state
lw : the length of the message word
lm : the length of the MAC output

M‖N : the concatenation of M and N

2.2 The Alred Construction

The MAC construction Alred [6] bases on an iterated block cipher. The length
of the secret key equals to that of the underlying block cipher, and the message
length is a multiple of lw bits.

Denote the i-th message word as xi, and the state after iteration i as yi. For
message M = (x1, x2, · · · , xt), the construction is as follows.

1. Apply the block cipher to the state of all-zero block, i. e.,

y0 = Enck(0).

2. Perform an iteration for each message word. First, map the message word to
an injection input which is used as a sequence of r round keys, then apply a
sequence of r block cipher round functions to the state. For t message words,

yi = f(yi−1, xi), i = 1, 2, · · · , t.

3. Apply the block cipher to the state again, and truncate the first lm bits of
the state as the output. The final output C is

C = Trunc(Enck(yt)).



2.3 A Brief Description of Alpha-MAC

Alpha-MAC [6] is a specific instance of the Alred construction with AES as
the underlying block cipher, where lw = 32 and r = 1. Similar with AES, the
Alpha-MAC supports key length of 128, 192 and 256 bits. The Alpha-MAC
function is depicted in Figure 1.
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Fig. 1. The Construction of Alpha-MAC

The message padding method appends a single 1 followed by the minimum
number of 0 bits such that the length of the result is a multiple of 32. For
AES-128, the injection layout places the 4 bytes of each message word xi =
(xi,0, xi,1, xi,2, xi,3) into a 4 × 4 array with the form:




xi,0 0 xi,1 0
0 0 0 0

xi,2 0 xi,3 0
0 0 0 0


 ,

which acts as the corresponding 128-bit round key. The Alpha-MAC round
function consists of the four basic transformations of AES in the following order:

– AddRoundKey (AK): add the injection input to the state by XOR operation.



– SubBytes (SB): operate a non-linear byte substitution on each byte of the
state independently using an 8 × 8 S-box.

– ShiftRows (SR): cyclically shift left the bytes in the last three rows of the
state with different number of bytes, 1 for the second, 2 for the third and 3
for the fourth row.

– MixColumns (MC): multiply each column of the state with a matrix.

In this paper, we assume there is no truncation on the final output, i. e., lm = 128.

2.4 The Outline of the Related Works

We recall the general distinguishing-R attack on all iterated MACs proposed by
Preneel and van Oorschot [14], and the distinguishing-H attack on HMAC/NMAC-
MD5 and MD5-MAC introduced by Wang et al. [16]. These attacks motivate us
to explore the similar attacks on MACs based on block cipher.

Preneel et al. proposed a general forgery attack on MAC by birthday paradox,
which is applicable to all deterministic iterated MACs, including MAA and CBC-
MAC. They detected all the colliding pairs among 2(n+1)/2 known text-MAC
pairs by birthday attack [17], where n is the bit length of the chaining variable.
For each searched collisions, i. e., MAC(k, M) = MAC(k, M ′), they appended
one-block message N to identify whether it is an inner collision, according to
the equation MAC(k, M ||N) = MAC(k, M ′||N) holds or not. Once an inner
collision is recognized, they can query the MAC with M‖N ′, then they carried
out a forgery, i. e., a new message M ′‖N ′ with a valid MAC. But the method
can’t distinguish the cryptographic primitives embedded in the MAC.

Wang et al. [16] introduced another interesting idea which can distinguish
HMAC/NMAC-MD5 without the related-key setting and implement partial key
recovery attack on MD5-MAC. The main idea of the distinguishing attack is:
Firstly, they collect enough two-block message pairs (M‖N, M ′‖N) to guarantee
the appearance of an expected inner near-collision in the first iteration. Then
detect such a near-collision by changing the second block with another message
N ′. Once the expected inner near-collision is identified, the MAC is based on
MD5.

3 Distinguishing and Forgery Attack on MAC

Construction Alred

In this section, we present distinguishing and forgery attack on Alred construc-
tion. Enlightened by Wang et al.’s idea, we can get proper output difference as an
inner near-collision by the birthday paradox, which can be detected with prob-
ability 1 by substituting the last different message pair with another message
pair with the same difference.



3.1 Distinguishing Attack on Alred Construction

The iteration part of Alred construction bases on the round function of block
cipher, taking the output of injection layout as the round key of block cipher and
the state as the plaintext. The round function of block cipher usually combines
the subkey with the plaintext by using XOR or modular addition operation, so
the difference of states can be offset, if we choose messages smartly, which is the
foundation of our attack. The details of the distinguisher are described in the
following.

1. Randomly choose a structure S = {M i|M i = (xi
1, x

i
2, · · · , xi

t)} composed of
2(n+1)/2 different messages, and query the corresponding MAC value Ci.

2. By birthday paradox, a collision can be obtained, i. e., Ca = Cb.
3. Suppose xj is the last unequal word in Ma and M b, that is Ma = (xa

1 , · · · , xa
j ,

xj+1, · · · , xt)}, M b = (xb
1, · · · , xb

j , , xj+1, · · · , xt)}. We replace xa
j , xb

j with

different xa
j and xb

j , respectively, where xa
j ⊕ xb

j = xa
j ⊕ xb

j . Query the

MACs with (Ma, M b), where Ma ={xa
1 , · · · , xa

j−1, x
a
j } and M b ={xb

1, · · · ,

xb
j−1, x

b
j}.

– If Ca = Cb, we conclude that the MAC is Alred construction.
– Else, it is a random function.

Note that t should be large enough to guarantee there is an inner near-collision
at round j − 1, j ≤ t.

This attack requires about 2(n+1)/2 chosen messages and works with a prob-
ability of 0.63 by the birthday paradox. If we double the number of chosen
text-MAC pairs, the success rate can be increased to 0.98.

Remark. With regard to MACs based on CBC encryption mode for block
ciphers, e.g. CBC-MAC, OMAC, TMAC, etc., the iteration of MAC is defined
as follows:

Hi = f(Hi−1, xi) = Ek(Hi−1 ⊕ xi).

The above attack can be applied similarly. Besides, the method also works for
the MACs based on CFB mode, i. e.,

Hi = f(Hi−1, xi) = Ek(Hi−1) ⊕ xi.

3.2 Forgery Attack on Alred Construction

The core of the above distinguisher is to detect the output difference of round
j − 1. Once the difference is identified, we can append message words with the
same difference to extinguish it, and achieve a collision pair. Hence, we can
construct a forgery attack easily with the same complexity and success rate as
the distinguishing attack. The details are as follows:

Suppose (Ma, M b) is the colliding pair detected in the above distinguishing

attack. We can query the MAC oracle about M̃a, where M̃a = (xa
1 , · · · , xa

j−1,

x̃a
j , s), and s is an arbitrary message string. Then we construct the forgery of

M̃ b = (xb
1, · · · , xb

j−1, x̃a
j ⊕ ∆xj , s).



4 The Distinguishing and Forgery Attack on Alpha-MAC

The adversary can obtain some information of the MAC construction in the
above attack. Moreover, we introduce such a distinguishing attack that can
recognize the Alpha-MAC from Alred based on a random function in this
section. Some properties of the AES round function is described first, then a
distinguishing-H and forgery attack is presented.

4.1 Two-Round Differential Path of Alpha-MAC

We summarize some useful properties of the underlying block cipher AES, and
construct a two-round differential path of Alpha-MAC.

The differential path of AES is related to the distribution of active bytes in a
round, where the difference of two states are nonzero. It’s obvious that the steps
SB and AK have no impact on the active bytes. The expansion of the active bytes

is effected by the transformations SR and MC, where MC effects the number
of active bytes in the state essentially. The MC transformation is a reversible
linear transformation in Galois Field F28 , and has the following property.

Property 1. MixColumn has a branch number equal to 5 [5].

The branch number of a linear transformation L is mina6=0(W (a)+W (L(a))),
where W (a) is the number of active bytes of a, and W (L(a)) is the number of
active bytes after the linear transformation is applied to a. The property implies
that sum of the active bytes in each column before and after MC transformation
is lower bounded by 5.

Property 2. When the input difference of MC have 4 active bytes, i. e., {∗, ∗, ∗, ∗},
the probability that its output difference has the form {∗, 0, 0, 0} is 2−24, where
∗ denotes active bytes, and 0 denotes zero difference.

In Alpha-MAC, the i-th round function has two inputs, one is the state
yi−1, and another is the output of the injection layout which can be controlled
by the message word xi. According to the birthday paradox, there exists the
state difference

∆yi−1 =




∗ 0 0 0
0 ∗ 0 0
0 0 ∗ 0
0 0 0 ∗


 .

Given such a starting point, a two-round collision differential path with proba-
bility 2−32 can be constructed as follows.

1. Choose a pair xi, x
′
i with difference ∆xi = {α, 0, 0, 0}, where α 6= 0, as the

input messages of the i-th round.
2. After the round function, the state difference will have only one nonzero byte

β with probability 2−24. Because the AK and SB have no effect on the active
bytes, the four active bytes in yi changes into one column after SR, so that
the probability is 2−24 according to Property 2.



3. Select a pair of (xi+1, x
′
i+1) with one byte nonzero difference γ. If γ = β,

we obtain a collision. As the value of β is unknown, the probability of the
collision is (28 − 1)−1 = 255−1.

We depict the differential path in Fig. 2. The shaded boxes refer to the active
bytes, while the white boxes denote the passive bytes with zero difference in the
pair. We explore the mathematical property of the differential path, which is the
basis for our distinguishing attack in the next.
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Fig. 2. Two-Round Differential Path

Property 3. Suppose (yi−1, xi, xi+1) and (y′
i−1, x

′
i, x

′
i+1) follow such a differential

path, replace the pair (xi,0, x
′
i,0) with (xi,0, xi,0 ⊕ δ), where δ 6= α and the byte

xi,0 traverses 256 values, then there exists a collision among the 256 values of

(yi+1, y
′
i+1).

Proof. If (yi−1, xi, xi+1) and (y′
i−1, x

′
i, x

′
i+1) follow such a differential path, there

is one nonzero byte ∆xi+1,0 in the difference of xi+1, so that the state difference
before the MC transformation of round i is fixed, thus, the output difference of
the SB(yi−1,0 ⊕ xi,0) is fixed, which is denoted as ǫ. According to the difference
distribution of S-box in AES, for δ 6= α, we can get another input pair (yi−1,0 ⊕
xi,0, y

′
i−1,0 ⊕ xi,0 ⊕ δ), which leads to ǫ when xi,0 traverses 256 values.

4.2 Distinguishing Attack on Alpha-MAC

Inspired by the above two-round differential of Alpha-MAC and Property 3, the
distinguishing attack on Alpha-MAC can be constructed naturally. We call the
input difference of the two-round differential as the starting point. Combining
with the idea of Wang et al.’s work, we can ensure the existence of the start-
ing point by birthday attack, and identify the two-round differential through
appending two message words with difference.



Reference [6] claims that an extinguishing differential in Alpha-MAC spans
at least 5 message words. Hence, we choose a structure composed of 264.5 mes-
sages with 5-word length. The first three words are used to guarantee the pres-
ence of the starting point, and the last two are used to detect the specific differ-
ential of Alpha-MAC. It is noted that for Alpha-MAC, only four bytes can be
different in each message word. Thus, the structure is constructed as follows:

S = {M i‖M i = (xi
1, x

i
2, x

i
3, x

i
4, x

i
5)},

where (xi
1, x

i
2, x

i
3, x

i
4, x

i
5,0) are randomly chosen, the rest bytes of xi

5 are fixed.
The distinguisher works in the following manner:

1. Query the MAC with all the 264.5 different messages in the structure S, and
obtain the corresponding MAC values Ci.

2. According to the birthday paradox, a collision can be obtained among the
264.5 Ci in step 1, i. e., Ca = Cb. Suppose corresponding messages are Ma

and M b, and denote the word difference of (xa
4 , xb

4) and (xa
5 , xb

5) as ∆x4 and
∆x5, respectively.

– If ∆x5 = 0, conclude that the underlying function is a random func-
tion, because the collision path of Alpha-MAC spans at least 5 message
words.

– Else, randomly choose another pair of (Ma, M b), where

Ma = (xa
1 , xa

2 , xa
3 , x

a
4 , xa

5), M b = (xb
1, x

b
2, x

b
3, x

b
4, x

b
5), ∆x5 = ∆x5.

Query the MAC with the new message pair (Ma, M b).
If they still collide, the MAC algorithm is Alred construction MAC,
and goto step 3. Otherwise, we conclude that the MAC is a random
function.

3. Let α 6= xa
4,0 ⊕ xb

4,0, replace the pair (xa
4,0, x

b
4,0) with (x4,0, x4,0 ⊕ α), where

the byte x4,0 traverses 256 values, and query their MAC values, respectively.
– Examine whether there is at least one MAC pair colliding in the 256

values. If a collision appears, the Alred construction is concluded as a
Alpha-MAC. Otherwise, the Alred construction is based on a random
function.

Complexity Analysis. The probability that there is a collision among the
264.5 messages is 0.63 according to the birthday paradox, so the complexity is
264.5 queries and 264.5 chosen messages in step 1. There is only 2 queries in the
step 2. Step 3 needs 256 queries. So the total complexity is dominated by step
1, which is about 264.5 queries.

Success Rate. Once the collision pair is found, the conclusion of the attack
is correct according to the property of Alpha-MAC. Therefore, the success rate
is 0.63. We can improve the success rate to 0.98 by doubling the size of the
structure.

Remark: In fact, there can be no restriction on x5 when construct the struc-

ture S, and the form of (xa
4 , x

b
4) in step 3 is various, according to the difference



of ∆x5. For example, when the colliding pair satisfies that xa
5,0 ⊕ xb

5,0 6= 0,

xa
5,2 ⊕ xb

5,2 6= 0, and xa
4,1 ⊕ xb

4,1 6= 0, we can replace (xa
4,1, x

b
4,1) with (xa

4,1, x
b
4,1),

where xa
4,1 ⊕ xb

4,1 = xa
4,1 ⊕ xb

4,1. If they still collide, we take it as a Alpha-MAC.
Else, it is based on a random function.

4.3 Forgery Attack on Alpha-MAC

Similar with the forgery attack on the Alred Construction, we can construct
a forgery attack on Alpha-MAC easily with the same complexity and success
rate as the distinguishing attack, once we identify the internal collision caused
by the differential path.

Suppose (Ma, M b) is a colliding pair, we can query the MAC oracle with

M̃a, where M̃a = (xa
1 , · · · , xa

4 , x̃a
5 , s), and s is arbitrary message words string.

Then we achieve a valid MAC value of M̃ b = (xb
1, · · · , xb

4, x̃a
5 ⊕ ∆x5, s).

5 Conclusions

A distinguishing-R attack on the Alred construction is introduced in this paper
on the illumination of Wang et al’s idea [16]. There exists an expected difference
in the state, which can be obtained by birthday attack. Once a collision has been
detected, then the difference can be recognized with probability 1 by appending
the different message pair with the same difference. The attack complexity is
264.5 chosen messages and 264.5 queries, and the success probability is 0.63. If
we double the chosen messages, the success rate is up to 0.98. At the same time,
we can forgery many MACs with the same complexity and successful probabil-
ity on the basis of the distinguisher, as long as the chosen message difference is
equivalent to the state difference, which has been confirmed at the distinguish-
ing attack. Then, combining the structural features of the Alpha-MAC with
the algebraic properties of AES, we construct a two-round differential path, and
propose a distinguishing-H attack on Alpha-MAC with 264.5 choose messages
and 264.5 MAC queries. The success rate of the attacks is 0.63, which can be
improved by increasing the number of chosen messages as above. Both distin-
guishing attack can lead to forgery attack, where the appended messages may
have difference.
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